Impact of Self-Fulfilling Prophecies on Progress and Motivation in Fosbury-Flop
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Abstract: In high jump, the determination of a student’s theoretical best performance helps the elaboration of the PE teacher’s early expectations. By affecting the student’s motivation profile, knowledge of these expectations will have an impact on his progress. The study focuses on two ninth grade classes, where both are presented with a contest, a test and a questionnaire at the beginning and at the end of the cycle. We determine their actual and theoretical performances as well as their initial and final levels of self-determination. Only one class has been given knowledge of their theoretical performance. Then, two variables are analyzed: the “learning” variable linked to the duration of the cycle, and the “pedagogic modality” variable, whether the student is aware of his theoretical performance or not. The ANOVA (analysis of variance) tests performed have showed no significant impact of these variables on the performance, but their interaction is an important factor over the perceived progress. This significance is also observable on our subjects self-determination levels, intrinsic motivation and their overall skills. By fostering the teacher’s perception, knowledge of the theoretical performance does not affect directly the student’s performance but heightens his intrinsic motivation and favors the progress in his skills.
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1. Introduction

Apprehending failure while engaged in physical activity may slow down a student’s progression. In an activity such as high jump, a student may be confronted to heights he never reached before: he will only be able to engage in the action, if he thinks himself capable of succeeding. The teacher will then have to target the heights that are likely to be reached by the student. The efficiency of his instruction will depend on the reliability of the selected indicators.

Using an equation of multiple regressions allows us to calculate the theoretical high jump performance of a student and therefore better answer his needs. The comparison between the real achievement and the theoretical achievement highlights the high jumpers’ skill levels, which aims to “maximize the probability of success and minimize all costs” [1].

Indeed, the student who will achieve a performance that is equal to his theoretical performance, will then have reached the skill level requested for his form. Moreover, asking the student to make these calculations helps him identify a precise aim in his achievement and allows the teacher to create homogeneous groups.

The use of this theoretical tool participates in the elaboration of a rational assessment that is both diagnostic and final for Fosbury-flop. The teacher then has precise expectations concerning the student, whose reaction might be variable following the type of expectation. It may be positive, that is to say enhance, or else negative and at variance with the perception of the student’s skills. Neutral expectations might be interpreted in a negative way by the student. There is then a risk of harming his self-confidence and his self-esteem.

Numerous questions arise but we will only retain the following: (1) If the gap between the teacher’s expectations and the student’s own perception is too wide, what will be the impact on the student’s motivation? (2) Moreover, will the teacher behave in
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the same way with the students with high theoretical skills and those whose physical capacities seem more limited?

We have focused our work on investigating the influence of a teacher’s precise skill expectations, conveyed in this case by a calculation of the theoretical Fosbury-flop performance that sends us back to the concept of self-fulfilling prophecies concerning both the student’s motivation and his progress.

1.1 Motivation and Self-Determination Rating

For the first generation of behaviorists [2–4], motivation designates the influence of a variety of physiologic states such as hunger, thirst, sexuality, sleep, need of oxygen, etc., on one’s behavior.

The first theories related to the concept of motivation compared it to a force allowing the organism to go from a state of rest to a state of motion. Researches in biology has allowed us to point out the evidence of a continuous state of motion of the organism: motivation can no longer be limited to a simple reaction to a stimulus. Disagreeing with some behaviourist, theories [5, 6] showed that associations are never the cause of the events and therefore that a deed cannot be explained by the association between a stimulus and a behavioral reaction. The way the human body functions is far more complicated: determining what pushes it to react requires a detailed study of a person’s aspirations.

According to the references [7, 8], several types of motivation exist, which differ from one another by the degree of underlying self-determination in behavior. We can distinguish three different types of motivation: intrinsic, extrinsic and non-motivation.

Intrinsic motivation is subdivided into three subclasses: (1) intrinsic motivation related to stimulation: the high jumper seeks the thrill felt when he lifts off the ground; (2) intrinsic motivation related to accomplishment: the jumper aims to improve his performance with the only purpose of improving his skills; (3) intrinsic motivation related to knowledge: the student discovers new jumping techniques.

So intrinsic motivation reflects the human natural propensity to learn and assimilate [9].

We can also distinguish three types of extrinsic motivation: (1) identified regulation: the student knows that he will obtain a good mark by working in sports class; (2) introjected regulation: the student does not want to train but would feel guilty if he did not try; (3) external regulation: if the student does not train in class, he will be punished.

The concept of non-motivation involves a total lack of motivation. The risk of giving up is then important and can be expressed by missed classes and unjustified exemptions.

Motivation influences a person’s behavior by directing him in either a selective or a preferential way towards one kind of practice or another. The engagement in the activity and the giving up thereof will be dictated by motivation. It influences the amount of effort but also the dedication the subject invests in the action and therefore, might influence his progress.

Each individual expresses hypotheses on the possible expectations of his actions and on the valence that it can create. Naturally curious and interested, the willingness to learn of man is not always well exploited by the teachers who most often rely on external incitators such as rewards or sanctions [10, 11].

Motivation should be studied either as a correlating variable by examining motivation-related elements that are involved in the process of its development, or as an independent variable, by asking oneself to what extent it contributes to “explaining” the behavior [12]. In our research, we have chosen to study motivation as a correlating variable and a non-explanatory factor of the performance.

The expectations forecasted by the subject as well as the generated valences can influence his motivation.
For example, materially rewarding a person in case of success might diminish his feeling of self-satisfaction and therefore diminish his future efforts [13]. The fear of failing in front of his classmates may also suppress all active behaviors in the student who doubts his capacities; the student doesn’t want to appear incompetent in front of his classmates.

“The student’s activity is directed towards, and ruled by, a goal to reach, an aim that is cognitively recognized and makes the subject’s needs concrete” [14]. Indeed, the person gives himself a goal to reach that is adapted to the expected results. The commitment will then depend on the perceived difficulty of the task and the extent of the desire to succeed. This forecasting of the result to achieve is therefore the origin of the subject’s dedication to the task. Fixing an aim correlated to the relevance of the diagnostic assessment, seems then most important in regulating the behavior. It is for the student an element which contributes to defining a performance project, a goal to reach, an element which both releases motivation and guides the teacher in his choice of a way to start the activity.

According to the reference [15], motivation is characterized by the “process through which personal resources such as time, energy, etc., are granted in preparation for reaching a goal, an object or any result. As an agent of continuous behavior regulation, motivation decides to start or put an end to activity, to change direction or goal, it rules the intensity and the persistence to put in the effort.”

A variety of behaviors expressed by direction, intensity, persistence, continuous motivation or performance can allow us to characterize motivation [16-23]. Research in schools [24-29] or sports [17, 22, 30-31] uses accomplishment motivation based on the “theory of goals” as a model [32].

In this context of accomplishment, the subjects are mostly aiming to show their skills [18, 21, 22, 24, 27, 31, 33]. There are two types of aims surface: (1) The “mastering aim” [22-24] also described as a “learning aim” [27] or as a “devotion to the task” [28, 31, 33]. The learning, mastering and personal enhancement experiences are then related to success and highlight the subject’s progress associated to his capacity to resolve problems on account of efforts. (2) The “competing aim” [22] or “performance aim” [24, 27] or else the “implication of the ego” [28, 31, 33]. Improvement or personal mastering do not relate to success. The subject compares his own results to the others, assesses both performance and amount of effort invested. He positions himself by comparison to his partners.

Therefore the theory of goals allows us to establish a relation between a subject’s behavior and the goal he appointed himself. The intensity and the persistence of the individual’s action will come from the interaction between the goal he pursues and the skill he reckons he has in this situation [17, 19, 22]. In our study, the theoretical height should then represent the goal to achieve for the student.

1.2 Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

In social psychology, the theory of self-fulfilling prophecies designates the impact social expectations have on social reality, “a self-fulfilling prophecy is a definition that at first is wrong but that creates a new behavior that makes that originally false idea true” [34]. A self-fulfilling prophecy occurs when a false belief leads to its own making.

As far as school is concerned, the teacher’s belief regarding a student may model him to fit the idea he has of him [34]. It is only when Rosenthal and Jacobson’s book “Pygmalion at school” [35] was released that the theme of the teacher’s expectations started to be studied.

The student’s life is influenced by the self-fulfilling prophecies’ dynamic: slow students internalize the idea that the teacher has of them, by withdrawing from school work and by showing hostility towards other
students. Not only can the student’s perception of his teacher’s expectations influence his own expectations, but if the other students perceive it, it can also change the quality of the interaction between the students.

Numerous researches have aimed to study the concept of self-fulfilling prophecies [36-38] and point out three stages: (1) the elaboration of the teacher’s expectations; (2) the differentiated treatment based on the expectations; (3) the student’s reaction according to the initial expectations.

If the first stage is based on relevant indications, the students’ results will be predicted rather than influenced by the teacher [39]. Indeed, 80% of the students’ results would be due to a reliable prediction made by the teacher whereas the proportion due to self-fulfilling prophecies would only be 20% [40].

The diagnostic evaluation provides help in the process of elaborating the teacher’s expectations. While helping the student to set himself a goal, this kind of assessment modifies the teacher’s action all through the cycle. His input is adapted to the student he is dealing with. Even if the feedback given to the students varies according to the nature of the teacher’s expectations, he will have to devise a cycle project that will allow the student to reach the defined goal [41].

The student’s analysis of the feedback will affect his sense of competence and his personal efficiency. He will transform the resources that he thinks he possesses into capacity belief or self-esteem. These resources are all the knowledge, aptitudes, body types or affective climates that the subject can use to reach his aim. The will to reach this goal will depend on the value of the task which is constituted of the relation between cost and benefit. The more divergent the teacher’s skill expectations are from the student’s perception of his own skills, the higher is the risk that the student will refuse to commit to the activity.

His sense of competence and the credit he gives to his instructor play major roles in the learning process.

The teacher must then try to guide his students in setting themselves an optimum goal to reach at the end of the cycle. He will try to offer his students a diagnostic evaluation that is accurate and objective.

1.3 Forecasting the Sports Performance: High Jump Example

A great number of studies, mostly issued from Germany or the United States have tried to answer the question of the predictability of the Fosbury-Flop performance [42-44] by studying different field tests in order to examine their relation to the Fosbury-Flop performance. All these researches are based on consensus about the different tests of two feet take-off techniques: they have no forecast value regarding the performance. These tests offer indications on a potential but under no circumstances can they predict a performance.

Concerning the tests for one foot take-off techniques, no consensus has been reached to date. The studies have revealed discordant results. Indeed, in some writers’ work, we find correlations between physical ability tests and Fosbury-Flop performance [43, 45, 46]. With other writers, these tests have no forecast value [44, 47].

The major pitfall in all these studies is that they endeavored to predict the performance based only on a simple test without taking into account the other aspects responsible for the performance [44, 46]. An alternative to these forecasting models with one variable (simple regression) is to use a model with multiple regressions. Reference [46] is about an analysis of the different anthropometric and physical factors of the performance in the light of those validated by different studies. The population studied was composed of 117 secondary school children and of 120 STAPS/Physical Education students aged between 18 and 20. The factors that were studied were the height, compass (inside leg measurements) and “skellic” rating (ratio between the size of the legs and the size of the body brought to percentage).

The take-off test that was carried out was a one foot
take-off after a Fosbury-Flop type run-up (curved). The jumper touches, with the hand opposite his take-off foot, a height gauge that can be attached to a Basket-ball post. The results of this study show that: (1) The anthropometric factor that is most correlated to the performance is height (factor a). Neither the skellic rating nor the compass shows a correlation with the performance. All forms of scales that take into account either of these two factors seems unsuitable to the realities of the components in the Fosbury-Flop performance. (2) The one foot take-off technique presents an important correlation to the performance. It will be revealed by the biggest height reached by the hand (fatter b). (3) Physical ability can be acknowledged by deducting the performance made on the Fosbury-Flop high jump from the sum of the take-off and the leg size. This indicator is positive for a technical level that is above the average, negative for a feeble technical level and equals zero for an average technical level. Factor c ranges from -0.3 (beginner making a Eastern cut-off: by taking off like the scissors, but extending his back and flattening out over the bar) to +0.3 (high level).

Equation (1) is as follows [46]:

\[ Y = -0.618a + 0.898b + 0.669c - 0.08 \]  

The forecasting model thus attained allows us to make a significative correlation with the Fosbury-Flop performance, with a type-error of 3 cm. By way of illustration, by applying this equation to Javier Sotomayor’s characteristics, the theoretical performance we obtain is of 2.49 m, which is only 4 cm above his world record.

This forecasted equation of the performance can be used by the sports teacher in order to devise a final assessment for high jump. The calculation of the gap between the theoretical performance and the actual performance on the high jump will determine the student’s skill level and therefore allows us to assess the mastering of the execution graded in 5 levels: “1” matches the lowest level, “5” the highest [49]. Once the expected level is set for a form, factor c can be assimilated to a stable figure.

For a class of year ten students having already carried out a cycle of high jump the previous year (2) be as follows:

\[ Y = -0.618a + 0.898b + 0.3 \]  

The equation can be submitted to the students at the beginning of the cycle in order to help them, through an objective diagnostic evaluation, to set themselves a precise goal. Indeed, the student knowing his theoretical performance will liken it to his teacher’s expectation and will thus shape his own competence perception.

This tool allows us to study the influence of the announcement to a student on his theoretical performance.

For the student, this forecasting of the theoretical performance represents the knowledge of his teacher’s expectations concerning him. These expectations will determine his own competence perception and will set the goal to reach.

Our hypothesis will then be as follows: the knowledge of the feasible theoretical performance for high jump will enhance the student’s motivation and will therefore influence his learning process. In other words, the student’s motivation profile will depend on the performance target that he will have set with the help of the teacher and will therefore influence his progress.

2. Materials and Methods

We have offered a cycle of 7 sessions in high jump to two groups hereafter named A and B. Group A had access to the knowledge of their theoretical performance whereas group B did not.

2.1 Population

The test group consisted of French secondary school students (ninth-grader), A and B, educated in the same school: the population of the two groups therefore came from similar social backgrounds. All the students carried out a 7 session high jump cycle.
The average age of the students taken into account in class A is 15.57 years old (sd < 1.43% female) and the average age of those in class B is 15.66 years old (sd < 1.52% female).

The initial take-off test allows us to know the theoretical performances (Init. Theo. Perf.) for the two groups whereas the test of the high jump gives us their achieved initial performances (Init. Perf). The average initial theoretical performance for group A is 1.33 m whereas group B’s is 1.30 m.

The ANOVA test carried out on the groups does not show any significant effect on the theoretical performance \([F(1,33) < 1]\). These results highlight the absence of physical capacity differences between the subjects selected at the beginning of the cycle.

The average initial performance achieved in Fosbury-Flop of the group with knowledge of their theoretical performance is of 1.26 m whereas the group without that knowledge has an average of 1.16 m.

The ANOVA test carried out on the groups does not show any significant effect on the theoretical performance \([F(1,33) = 3.21; \text{ns}]\). The measurements were not invasive. All the participants received prior information on the protocol and they gave written consent. The study was in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration.

2.2 Pedagogic Modalities

The teachers undertook a common preparation of their cycle. The situations offered were identical for both classes. During their first session, the two groups engaged in a high jump competition in which the bar was raised 3 cm by 3 cm.

The final assessment took place in the same way. The subjects’ size and performance at the basket-ball post were noted during the first and the last session of the cycle.

The subjects answered the questionnaire two days after the first session and then three days before the last session.

The instructor of class A kept a copy of the data allowing the calculation of his students’ theoretical performance and announced the results during the second session. That group is then referred to as “with knowledge” (Kn). On the other hand, class B’s teacher did not keep the data and therefore did not have access to his students’ theoretical performance. This is the group “without knowledge” (wKn).

2.3 Data Collection

The subject’s motivation profile was defined at the beginning and at the end of the cycle. The students answered a questionnaire based on “The scales of motivation in sports” [50].

Reference [51] classifies the subcategories of motivation defined earlier (intrinsic: IM; extrinsic: EM and non-motivation: NM) according to self-determination valued from “0” to “100” (“100” matching the highest level of self-determination). The use of this scale gives us access to the distribution of each subject’s motivation inside each category while calculating his self-determination grade (S.D.G.).

We have kept the order offered, in order to maintain an alternation of the appearance of three types of motivation in our questionnaire. Twelve questions refer to intrinsic motivation; twelve refer to extrinsic motivation and four to non-motivation.

An exploratory collection was carried out on a class C, from the same school but not included into the protocol, so as to test the viability of this questionnaire. We then collected and went through the data concerning motivation of all the subjects in both classes.

During the first and the last sessions in the cycle, both classes carried out a test with the basket-ball post. Their height, related to the maximum height they touched allowed us to determine their feasible theoretical performance at the beginning and at the end of the study.

The results for the first session competition designated each subject’s initial performance (Init.
Perf.), whereas the results for the last session competition designated the final performance (Fin. Perf.).

2.4 Data Processing

2.4.1 Calculation of the Self-Determination Grade

The answers to the initial and final questionnaires have been entered into a double entry dynamic chart. These questionnaires were composed of 28 questions referring to a particular type of motivation.

We have processed every one of them by differentiating the types of motivation for each subject and by using the code key noted [51]. Each question referred to a specific type of motivation, in other words 7 types of motivations each appearing in 4 distinct questions, we summed up the values assigned to the questions relative to each category.

The following formula allowed us to calculate each subject’s self-determination grade (S.D.G) (3) [52]:

\[
S.D.G. = IMKn*2 + IMA*2 + IMS*2 + EMIdR*1 + EMInR*1 - 1 + EMER*1 - 1 + NM*2 Amt*2. 
\]

(3)

IMKn: intrinsic motivation related to knowledge,
IMA intrinsic motivation related to accomplishment,
IMS: intrinsic motivation related to stimulation, IdR: identified regulation,
InR: introjected regulation, ER: external regulation,

The S.D.G at the beginning of the cycle (initial S.D.G) in each class was then compared with their S.D.G. at the end of the cycle (final S.D.G.).

2.4.2 Calculation of Progress

Each class’s progress was worked out from the evolution in performance between the beginning and the end of the cycle (4):

\[
\text{Progress (Perf)} = \text{Fin. Perf.} - \text{Init. Perf.} 
\]

(4)

The improvement in performance characterizes in this case the student’s progress. The development of skills is revealed by the gap between the achieved performance and the theoretical performance (Theo. Perf.). The decrease of this gap expresses the student’s evolution in terms of capacity level. Indeed, the more efficient the student’s technique is, the higher the achieved performance will be.

Therefore we have calculated (5):

\[
\text{Progress} = (\text{Theo. Fin. Perf.} - \text{Fin. Perf.}) - (\text{Theo. Init. Perf.} - \text{Init. Perf.}) 
\]

(5)

This study therefore allows us to analyze the progress in terms of performance but also in terms of capacity level. We conducted an analysis of the repeated measure variance (ANOVA test) pedagogic modalities (inter-group factor) X learning (intra-group factor). These two variables were systematically tested and so was the interaction pedagogic modality X learning. The significance threshold was set at \( P < 0.05 \).

3. Results

The ANOVA test shows no significant effect either on the theoretical performance [\( F(1,33) < 1; \text{ns} \)], or on the achieved performance [\( F(1,33) = 3.21; \text{ns} \)], or on the gap between these two performances [\( F(1,33) = 3.80; \text{ns} \): the two sub-groups are homogenous on these 3 indicators (Tables 1 and 2). The analysis of the initial questionnaires allows us to test the group’s homogeneity concerning motivation. The initial S.D.G. (self-determination grade) of the group with knowledge is 76 whereas it drops to 58 for the group without knowledge. However this inter-group gap is not significant [\( F(1,33) = 2.28; \text{ns} \)].

Table 1 Summary chart of the achieved results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th></th>
<th>Final</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kn (A)</td>
<td>wKn (B)</td>
<td>Kn (A)</td>
<td>wKn (B)</td>
<td>Kn (A)</td>
<td>wKn (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average/Theo. Perf. (1)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average/Perf. (2)</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average/I.A</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill level (1-2)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis of the variable made on the learning process also shows a lack of significance on the progress \([F(1,33) = 3.51; \text{ns}]\). However, the ANOVA test expresses a significance on the interaction of these variables \([F(1,33) = 8.68; P < 0.05]\). The progress achieved in terms of physical capacity development of the subject is therefore superior for the group with knowledge.

The ANOVA test conducted on the pedagogic modalities shows a significance of the progress in terms of skill level \([F(1,33) = 4.52; P < 0.05]\). The beginning skill level of the two groups is estimated at “2” for all the students (refer to section 1.3). At the end of the cycle, the group without knowledge stayed at a skill level of “2” whereas the group with knowledge reached a skill level of “3” (with no dispersion).

The self-determination grade of the two groups dropped a lot at the end of the cycle. The initial S.D.G for the group with knowledge was of 76 whereas the final S.D.G. is of 64. The initial S.D.G. for the group without knowledge was of 58 whereas the final S.D.G. is of 36. The ANOVA test made on the learning process shows a significance on the performance \([F(1,33) = 5.23; P < 0.001]\).

The initial self-determination grades for our two groups express a high level of motivation at the beginning of the cycle. The motivation drop at the end of the cycle is limited in the case of the group with knowledge.

The difference between the initial and final S.D.G. expresses the evolution of the subject’s motivation during the cycle (Fig. 1). The ANOVA test made on the pedagogic modality shows a significance on the S.D.G. \([F(1,33) = 5.23; P < 0.001]\) and a significance on the gap between the initial and final S.D.G. \([F(1,33) = 13.74; P < 0.001]\).

The analysis of the distribution of the motivation profile for each group shows that the intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are more present for the group with knowledge whereas non-motivation is less present (Fig. 2).

The motivation profile of the subjects from the group with knowledge is based more on intrinsic motivations than that of the group without knowledge. The motivation drop concerning both the final extrinsic motivation and final intrinsic motivation for the group with knowledge is less important than that observed for the group without knowledge.

The motivation profile for the two groups is therefore different. The ANOVA test made on the learning process shows a significance on the subject’s intrinsic motivation \([F(1,33) = 7.92; P < 0.01]\). An analysis of the repeated measure variable allows us to

### Table 2 ANOVA of Inter and Intra-group comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANOVA (ddl1, ddl2) = (1, 33)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-group comparison (with/without cns)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial theoretical performance (1)</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial performance achieved (2)</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial skill level (1-2)</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in progress</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.A initial</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final skill level</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.A final</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disparity I.A final/initial</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-group comparison (initial/final)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress of the 2 groups</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable interactions (intra/inter-groups)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1  Comparing the initial and final self-determination grades for the two groups.

Fig. 2  Characteristics of the initial and final motivation for both groups.

Fig. 3  Final distribution of the two groups’ types of motivation.
Legend: Intrinsic motivation: IM; extrinsic motivation: EM and non-motivation: NM, final: Fin. and initial: Init., with knowledge: Kn and without knowledge: wKn.
notice a significant influence of the pedagogic modal modality of these intrinsic motivations \[F(1,33) = 4.94; P < 0.05\] (Fig. 3).

The pedagogic modality acts in a significant way on the final intrinsic motivations that have a predominant role in the motivation profile of the group with knowledge. The share of extrinsic motivation stays identical for both groups whereas non-motivation is enhanced in the group without knowledge.

4. Discussion

The study that involved comparing the initial level of our two groups has shown that they were truly homogenous and comparable not only in terms of initial performance and of theoretical performance but also in terms of the gap between these two performances, which implies a likeness concerning the skill level.

The high S.D.G., with a higher level for the group with knowledge, expresses an important initial motivation for both groups. Our teachers are therefore theoretically facing classes particularly motivated concerning high jump.

Our two groups are as homogenous concerning the theoretical performance as for the initial motivation level.

Progress has been achieved in terms of performance but, contrary to our hypothesis, group B has achieved a progression superior by 1 cm to that of group A. Although not significant, the difference of initial performance superior by 10 cm for group A can explain this gap in favor of group B. It is indeed easier to progress when the initial performance is lower whereas the theoretical performance indicates equivalent capacities.

The group without knowledge thus had more room for improvement. The pedagogic modalities did not have a significant impact on the performance but it would have been interesting to study the effects of the variable “pedagogic modalities” over a longer time span. Indeed, a cycle of seven two hours sessions can hardly claim to modify physical behavior sufficiently/significantly in a scale activity like high jump.

Moreover, this activity does not allow a precise measure of the performance since the bar is raised 3 cm by 3 cm. The student can, for example, achieve a jump in which he clearly clears the bar whereas he would fail for other reasons (psychological or context-related) at the higher level. A 1 cm difference of progress allows neither refutation nor confirmation of our hypothesis.

The “learning process” variable therefore has an effect on progress whereas the “pedagogic modalities” variable does not seem to have an effect on performance.

Regarding the mastering of the execution, the theoretical performance for the group without knowledge has dropped by 2 cm whereas that of the group with knowledge has risen by 4 cm. The difference between the theoretical performance at the beginning and at the end of the cycle comes from the work concerning the quality of the impulsion and from an attempt to develop the subject’s physical capacities from the two teachers. Indeed muscular reinforcement exercises have been offered to both groups as well as numerous situations that favor the link between the run and the jump. The fact that the group with knowledge has progressed more in terms of theoretical performance can be explained by an implication coming from the subjects in these learning situations.

The initial difference between the theoretical performance and the performance achieved by the group without knowledge has lessened over the duration of the cycle. The progress the later achieved concerning skill is nonetheless to be put into perspective facing the drop of the theoretical performance. Indeed, by comparing this group’s initial theoretical performance to their final performance, the difference is of 10 cm whereas the same difference for the group with knowledge would be of 3 cm. By
comparing the performance achieved at the end of the cycle with the initial theoretical performance, we obtain the subject’s skill level evolution.

This difference between the initial theoretical performance and the achieved final performance matches the aim, for the subjects of the group with knowledge, to reach their initial set goal. The performance achieved by this group can then be likened to the teacher’s initial expectations.

The subject’s knowledge of the theoretical performance did not lead to a significant progression in terms of pure performance, but the subjects having had access to that knowledge have nevertheless significantly progressed in terms of skill level.

Let us now study the impact of this pedagogic modality on the student’s motivation. The two groups had a very strong motivation at the beginning, certainly due to the effect of surprise and novelty [53] that constitutes a change of cycle for the student in sports class (Fig. 1). Besides, with the use of deep foam matting, high jump takes on a ludic connotation. The learning process therefore did not allow the upkeep of this motivation. However the S.D.G. drop concerning the group without knowledge is stronger than that concerning the group with knowledge (Fig. 2).

The intrinsic motivation of the group with knowledge is therefore more important than that of the group without knowledge. According to the strength of the motivation theory, this intrinsic motivation is to be sought in priority by the teacher to enhance the student’s commitment to the action: “Personal motivation is one of the best forecasting indicators of the pursuit of a program of exercises” [52]. Two important needs are to be fulfilled to create intrinsic motivation: the subject needs self-determination and a feeling of a high level of capacity. The high level of intrinsic motivation that characterizes the group with knowledge therefore expresses the development of an important feeling of self-determination in its subjects. Indeed, the knowledge of their theoretical performance has guided them in the choice of a precise performance goal. This feeling of self-determination has therefore been influenced by the knowledge of the teacher’s expectations. These competence expectations, in terms of performance, have then impacted the subject’s perception of competences.

The subjects in both groups have an intrinsic motivation superior to any other type of motivation (Fig. 3) but this motivation lessens less than the others for the group with knowledge during the S.D.G. drop noticed earlier.

The learning process with knowledge of one’s theoretical performance therefore limits the S.D.G. drop but also favors a better conservation of the subject’s initial intrinsic motivation.

5. Conclusion

In our study, the knowledge of the achievable theoretical performance for high jump does not influence the student’s performance in a significant way. However, it impacts the learning process in terms of mastering the execution by favoring the setting of a goal for the subject.

The high level of motivation created by the novelty at the beginning of the cycle has very clearly dropped towards the end of the cycle. The knowledge of the teacher’s skill expectations limits this motivation collapse. On the other hand, the pedagogic modality also influences the student’s motivation profile. Indeed, the intrinsic motivation, which was strong at the beginning of the cycle, decreases less with the subjects who have had access to their theoretical performance. In other words, the student’s motivation profile will depend on the performance aim that he will have set himself with the help of his teacher and will therefore influence his progress.

Giving the student a precise aim for high jump therefore benefits his learning in terms of mastering the execution and limits the decline of his motivation during the cycle. The student will then be able to base...
his own competence perceptions on his teacher’s expectations. “As soon as his teachers started to treat him as a good student, he truly became so: for people to deserve our trust, we have to start by giving it to them” [54]. Indeed, the teacher takes a risk by assuring his student that if he works seriously, he will be able to pass this or that height. When a student has not reached his goal, does it come from a lack of hard work and dedication or must the teacher’s work be re-evaluated? Does the student fail to clear that bar because he doesn’t commit totally to the activity or because the teacher did not set the right obstacles and didn’t offer adapted learning situations?

The use of the forecasting equation of the performance allows the teacher to offer an objective diagnostic or final evaluation but it also makes the conception of his cycle project easier. Indeed, determining skill levels in the class benefits the creation of groups with homogenous needs. An analysis of the teacher’s pedagogic interventions could allow to see the feed-back variations both in quantity and quality depending on the nature of the expectations.
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